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Our Goals:
Raise key questions and exchange views & experiences on how more
systematic use of OER can help us to successfully answer the challenges
faced ba universities today.
Assess the conditions at present and future labour market in terms of
competencies and skills of graduates;
Why universities respond slowly and what they are missing?
Full appreciation of the potential of OER for universities to prepare next
generations for the quickly changing world.
Provide some recommendations to universities and policy makers.
Provide some orientation among the numerous (est.over 3,300) OERs.

Knowledge Economy Network‘s ID
-- created in 2011 in Brussels – a non-profit association;

-- Mission: creating awareness on Knowledge Economy/Society, linking
members, promoting their achievements, advising and evaluating members‘
project ideas;
-- Key activities: publishing Weekly Briefs, Monthly Bulletin, organising Fora,
Workshops and Policy Dialogues, KEN Awards, consulting services to members;
-- Covering: education, R&D, innovation, and entrepreneurship;
-- 76 Full and Associate Partners and members from 19 countries;

-- Selected el.publications are disseminated to close to 5,000 recipients of the
Global Impact group in about 60 countries;

Emerging new Paradigms
The World of Work in next 10-20 years
-- AI, ICT & social networks – making traditional 3 sectors economy - irrelevant: ITCbased services dominant – servitisation -- emphasis on innovative bus.models.
-- Key players in global economy will not be the big industrial corporations, but companies
operating through innovative business models (utilising ICT):
- UBER owns no cars, but already the biggest provider of taxi services;
- AIRbnb owns no hotel, but already the biggest provider of hotel services;
-- About 70-80% of present jobs to disappear: Lawyers (except specialists) becoming
redundant (IBM Watson super-computer free solutions in seconds, 90% precision) – robots
doing anything programmable and requesting precision beyond human capacity.
-- Average working time to be reduced, about 50% people -- self-employed;
-- Khan Academy Programme is already including all what a normal child should
learn before entering university – totally different role of educators (mentoring, coaching) –
LLL will be practiced by all adult population (today between 20 and 60%).

Econ.& techn. changes – require new skills
-- Growing sophistication of production require different human skills – from physial force to
knowledge, creativity and innovation – just in 300 years !!
- 1712 First Industrial revolution: steem engine starting to replace human physical force;
- 1870 Second Ind.revolution: electricity allowing complex manufacturing;
- 1950 Third Industrial revolution: with nuclear power – liberation from energy sources, emphasis on clean
energy, innovation & communication capacity
- 2000 Fourth (Digital revolution) - decoupling growth from resources, merging biological, physical &
digital – virtual reality, starting to vary biological functionalities (genetical engineering) – human
interaction contribute creative services.

-- New mindset, knowledge & skills needed to answer today‘s and tomorrow‘s
ever more complex tasks:
- Ability to analyse issues at hand and find, develop and apply solutions to problems
(predictive analytics and interdisciplinary approach, methodology, flexibility, creativity);
- Communication with colleagues of other professional profiles – to join and combine
resources (social & emotional intelligence);
- Ability using sources of information & learn permanently (LLL) „No more Eternal truths!“
- Students nowadays already use ICT, expect professors to be at least equally skilled –
otherwise reduced apraciation.

Who will be illiterate in the
knowledge economy?
Alvin Toffler, world famous futurologist (died 2016) made a prognosis
in the 1980-ies that knowledge economy will replace our industrial
civilisation.

„The illiterate in this century will not be the people who
cannot read and write, but those unable to learn and
un-learn (forget what they learnt), and learn something
new instead.“

Toffler also declared : „Knowledge is the most
democratic source of power.“

The present jungle (over 3,300) of OERs
Project: Global Open Library – GOL Platform
LRE -- The Learning Resource Exchange
Amazon Inspire -- allowing techers to upload and share their own resources
EdReNe -- Educational Repositories Network -- French Thematic Network
EduOER – a European project hosted by GEANT (metadata from OER
repositaries;

OER World Map – project funded by Hewlett Foundation
GBA – Global Book Alliance, providing books to children
GOL – to become a trusted interface to high quality OERs (exp.in 2019)
targets: end users; function: ease of access and oversight, quality check;
collaboration among contributors (like PANOR initiative: The Partnership for
Networking OER)

4 principles of didactic reasoning
Viktor ALDRIN, Centre for Pedagogical Development and Interactive Learning
University of Gothenburg, Sweden:

(1) Essence of Didactic Reasoning (DR) = upgrade university teachers
as better instructors in their own field through development of didactic
language (with subject dialects),aiming at reasonable and reflective teaching
– student-centred, outcome oriented.
(2) Training the didactic voice with appreciation of „the teachingother“ – person, to whom the instruction is dedicated. Establish interpersonal communication is essential. Legitimacy of the “other“ -- respect
and appreciation is necessary.
(3) Functioning of Didactic Reasoning – interdisciplinarity and meeting of
different subjects – with full appreciation of differences in views – are
generating interesting teaching/learning experiences in practice.

(4) Experimenting, acceptance of risk and friendly relationships
between academic colleagues lead to collaboration between subjects and
inter-disciplinary interaction, as well as new didactic approaches and methods.

Some Recommendations
for the 21st century university



Stricter selection of professors, involving more experts from practice,
adequate salaries, tenure only after full professorship , no life
contracts - re-election based on quality of performance – incl.
students‘ evaluation; didactic skills precondition for quality
teaching !! As everywhere: carrot and stick are needed !!



Inter-departmental courses, collaboration among Chairs, emphasis on
trans-disciplinarity;



Research to include students;



Division of academic leadership and management functions;



Networking with best universities;



Organize training on didactics for your staff;



Encourage professors to participate in international projects and
publish their research results;



Organisation of international conferences and participate at others.

Closing Appeals
The Future has already begun, let us be part of it !!
Upbringing and education of new generations – ultimate task - calling.
LLL as response to new conditions redefines curricula along the entire
formal education experience – Harvard study: 39% MOOCs attended by
teachers/professors.
Demands on teachers and professors have never been bigger – the only way
to respond to the challenge is for them to accept that didactics is part of
their professional responsibility. Critical role of university leadership.
Using OER is a conditio sine qua non of good teaching, not only enriching
contents, adding the graphic dimension (500 : 1 for verbal), actively involving
students, also preparing them to use OER later by themselves.
All this is impossible unless the professors accept their new role in the
education process: from instructor to mentor and coach !

Some readings
Aldrin Victor (2015) „Didactic Reasoning in Academic Teacher Development:
Towards a New Understanding of teacher Training for Academics“
Pedagogical Essays, University of Gothenburg, Sept.2015, 1-14 pp.
Benner D. (2005) „Allgemeine pedagogik – Eine systematisch
problemgeschichtliche Einfuerung in die Grundstruktur pedagogischen
Denkens und Handelnsbuch, Juventa, 5th edition.
Bering Keiding Tina, Qvortrup Ane „The Didactics of Higher Education
Didactics“ Aarhus University, ECER, 2014, Porto.
Ebner,M., Schoen, S., Kumar, S. (2016) „Guidelines for Leveraging
University Didactics Centres to Support OER Uptake in German-Speaking
Europe“ Education Policy Analysis Archives, Special Issue on Models of Open
Education in Higher Education, Arizona State University, Vol24, No.39 , 1-16
pp.
Eberchardt Ulrike (Hrsg., 2010) „Neue Impulse in der Hochschuldidaktik“ VS
Verlag fur Socialwissenschaften – Springer Fachmedien.

Select Repository of OER (48)
OER by subject
Saylor guides by subject These are OER guides by subject/class created for
instructors building open courses. Excellent resource.
OER guides by subject These are Google Docs made by Portland
Community College librarians in response to requests for help from
instructors.
Discipline-Specific OER from Virginia Tech On this pages you will find openly
licensed textbooks along with supplemental material, interactive
simulations, and other resources.
Subject Resources from University of New Hampshire A collection of
resources divided into humanities, social science, and STEM categories.
Discipline-Specific Resources from VC/UHV Library On this page, you will
find the largest, most popular repositories of open educational resources
separated by subject.

Open Access Books
OpenStax College Rice Connexions is providing peer reviewed, quality open
textbooks with interactive components. There are some amazing textbooks
available here, with more in production.
College Open Textbooks This effort funded by the Hewlett Foundation, seeks to
drive adoption of open textbooks. Many of the books shared on this resources
are reviewed.

Open Textbook Library Hundreds of complete, open college-level textbooks
collected by the University of Minnesota.
BC OpenEd A curated collection of open textbooks, many reviewed by British
Columbia faculty.
Boundless Boundless works with experts to compile web-based openly available
content into the same general arrangement of textbooks. You can actually
search the ISBN for your current textbook and see what content Boundless
would use to replace it.

Global Textbook Project High-level texts hosted or created by the University of
Georgia.

Open Access Books - 2
WikiBooks A project of the Wikimedia Foundation, this collection of group
written textbooks in a variety of sources follows rules similar to Wikipedia.
Project Gutenberg Find the full text of classics and public domain works from
the first massive ebook creating organization in existence. Nothing fancy
here, just files with the full text.
Google Books Some books presented in this mass conglomeration of scanned
books are fully available, most are excerpted.
American Institute of Mathematics A list of open textbooks in various
subdisciplines of Mathematics approved by the AIM editorial board.
FreeBooks4Doctors Free medical textbooks.
Bloomsbury Academic Bloomsbury is a well-respected and long time UK
publisher who has released some of their academic titles for open
access/open education.

Large Repositories
Merlot This repository is one of the biggest and more famous places to find
and share teaching resources.
Connexions Large repository of individual teachers' content, some courses
and lots of modular writings about a variety of topics.
OER Commons This resource seeks to collect and distribute a variety of OER
at a variety of levels and subjects.
Orange Grove Florida's collection of open ed sources.
Quantitative Undergraduate Biology Education and Synthesis (QUBES) This
repository contains learning materials, software, data, and models for
teaching quantitative skills in undergraduate biology courses. QUBES is
developed in part by faculty at the University of Pittsburgh.
Curriki Open educational materials for K-12.

Large Repositories - 2
Edsitement! Learning objects and lessons from the National Endowment for the
Humanities. It offers a large collection of peer evaluated websites.
Jorum The UK's largest repository for OER in a variety of subjects.
Community of Online Research Assignments Open resource for faculty and
librarians about Research Assignments. A research assignment is anything that
requires students to engage with information resources in a critical or reflective
way. This most often includes finding, retrieving, analyzing and evaluating, using
and integrating, or organizing the information in order to produce new
knowledge.
OpenCulture This blog formatted repository seeks to bring together free resources
on culture and education. The list of movies here is impressive.
Open Scout UK based database of business skills teaching resources. Includes
articles, tutorials, video and much more in a variety of languages.
AMSER Materials in the Applied Math and Science Educational Repository are free
for use and adaptation. Most resources are at the high school and community
college levels.

Complete Courses
Academic Earth Find lectures and videos from some of the most respected
instructors in the world.
Bridge to Success Materials, mostly study skills, to support students transitioning
to college.
Coursera Large library of MOOCs, some of which have material freely licensed for
re-use.
EdX Library of college-level courses from a variety of high-profile universities.
Some course materials are freely licensed for reuse.

LearningSpace from Open University All of the learning materials presented on
this site are CC licensed, but don't confuse "Learning Spaces" with the full Open
University- their licensing/copyrights are different.
Open2Study MOOC provider from Open Universities Australia. Some content is
openly licensed.

Complete Courses - 2
Open Courseware An independent search engine that indexes open education
classes from places like MIT, Yale and UMass.
Saylor.org Saylor offers full courses online. It can be really helpful to use the
reading lists from Saylor to find and organize your courses.
Open Learning Initiative Complete courses from Carnegie Mellon University.

Noba - Psychology Modules A series of modules in the field of Psychology from
Introductory courses to more advanced topics.
Open Course Library The WA Open Course Library project offers 81 of
Washington's most enrolled courses.

Multimedia
TED Inspiring thinkers on a range of subjects present big ideas and lectures on a
regular basis- completely CC licensed.
Khan Academy Hundreds of short educational videos covering many
subjects; especially strong collections in science and math.
PhET Science Simulations These interactive tools from the University of Colorado at
Boulder are mostly CC licensed.
Wikimedia Commons The thinkers behind Wikipedia bring you images, video and
music all openly licensed or in the public domain.
CLIP Information Literacy Tutorials Find great tutorials on information and research
competencies.
HippoCampus HippoCampus, a project of the Monterey Institute of Technology and
Education (MITE), is full of high-quality resources in a variety of subjects. It is
aimed at high school and college level users.
Vimeo A social network of video producers. This is a great place to look for a wide
variety of content- some completely open for redistribution, some is open access.
Critical Commons A community of people who seek to promote the use of media in
teaching. The materials posted here are mostly presented using Fair Use
guidelines.

List of 100 Free softwares for students

